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This book explains, basically, the huge tax implications involved in
buying, selling, earning, spending, giving, donating, inheriting and

buying virtual currency. How exactly to keep records, what to watch out
for, potential changes in the laws: it's all right here. If you're
considering about getting started with virtual currency, read this

reserve first, in order that you'll clearly understand how tax problems
will shape the way you use virtual currency. If you are an experienced
virtual currency consumer this book will response the majority of your

tax questions.
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Excellent overview I am so happy I browse this booklet! Five
celebrities. I am recommending this book to everyone I understand who is
involved in cryptocurrency. Ive tracked my buys and markets religiously
with screenshots but Amy's spreadsheet suggestions will be the missing
little bit of this puzzle. . Bree Peace of mind Amy includes a great
writers tone of voice. This book offered me great perspective and place
me at ease. Helpful book I liked it and learned a whole lot. .
Informative, succinct, readable and comprehend. Good read, very
educational I'm really glad a tax professional took enough time to write
this publication. I would recommend this publication to anyone who's
interested in learning more about crypto currency taxation. Great Intro
to Cryptocurrency taxation Very informational and right to the point. I
am fretting about my taxes since I began with virtual currency; now that
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I've browse this reserve (small but mighty) I feel like I have an
improved understanding on what to do with taxes and how it's going to
work. Amy puts a difficult topic into easy to understand "conversation".
Now I can just enjoy earning money and I understand that if I keep a
close relationship with a tax professional I can maximize my equanimity
when facing something as intimidating as the IRS. Great analysis, super
easy to learn and understand the essential concepts. Please update the
book for changes because of the tax reform. There exists a lot of money
being manufactured in crypto. Great read right before tax season . It
has been priceless to learn from a book like this how to do something to
maximize tax compliance in such a pioneering field. . Thanks a lot, Amy,
for bringing clearness to this awesome opportunity! . . .
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